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Gruenberg’s approach to the covering theory of groups using categorical 
arguments yields some deeper, more transparent and unifying results and 
generalizations of the theory of Schur multiplicators. His concept of extension 
categories of groups ([6], Chap. 9) can naturally be extended to profinite groups 
provided that we define a suitable homology and cohomology of profinite groups. 
This is the subject in Part I of this paper, and this will be done in a more general 
setting for pro-Q groups than necessary for applications to pro-p groups we have in 
mind. We do this however because we wish to emphasize the relevance of arguments 
involved in translating results from the discrete to the profinite case. 
In the theory of Schur multiplicators, it is usually difficult to describe - via 
natural homomorphisms - a relationship between the Schur multiplicator of a given 
group and that of a normal subgroup; in case of a direct product, a well-known 
result asserts a direct summand relation between the Schur multiplicators, and the 
semidirect product case has also been studied intensively by several authors (e.g. 
Tahara [12]). In both cases, all results are obtained using heavy cohomological 
machinery by means of spectral sequences. In this paper we use categorical 
arguments to obtain that kind of a relationship between Schur multiplicators of 
certain pro-p groups under rather strong conditions. This is the content of our Part 
II which comprises the main results of this paper. We shall see in a moment that 
such conditions already appeared in works by Eckmann-Hilton [4] on the Kervaire 
exact sequence associated with an exact sequence of perfect groups. In the present 
paper the emphasis lies on the direct summand relation of the Schur multiplicators. 
In details, we mention some aspects and results of this paper. After defining a 
homology and cohomology of profinite groups in the first section of Part I, we 
proceed to reformulate the concept of extension categories in the profinite context 
and reprove in Section 2 results in the context of extension categories proved in the 
discrete case by Eckmann-Hilton-Stammbach [5] (our Theorem 1 and corollaries). 
Section 3 is devoted to prove in the profinite situation results on characterizations of 
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isoclinic objects of extension categories which in case of abstract groups are due to 
Beyl [l], [2], and Tappe [16], [17] (our Theorem 2). 
For the entire Part II, the starting point is to find conditions on a pro-p group G 
and a closed normal subgroup Na G such that the pullback of a projective object in 
the extension category of G is again projective in that of N (see Section 4 for further 
definitions). The condition for this - called the Kervaire condition - together with 
additional conditions on G and N give the desired summand relation - via a natural 
homomorphism - of the fundamental group (= the dual of the Schur multiplicator) 
of N in that of G and yield a partial answer to the question when is the sequence of 
the covering groups of a given pro-p group extension exact (Theorem 3). Applying 
our Theorem 3 to the exact Kervaire sequence mentioned above we get the following 
corollary: If moreover all groups involved are perfect., then nG = nN@ nG/N and 
the induced sequence of covering groups is even exact. Another application of 
Theorem 3 to the splitting case in Section 5 will again show that the Kervaire 
condition yields useful results on Schur multiplicators (Theorem 4). 
In Section 6 we shall make use of the direct summand relation of the fundamental 
groups to classify a certain class of pro-p groups which includes finitely generated 
free pro-p groups, Demushkin groups and Poincare-duality groups of dimension 2 
(Theorem 5). 
Part I. Gruenberg’s extension categories of profinite groups 
In this part, we study some aspects of the covering theory introduced by 
Gruenberg [6] in the abstract group case and studied by the present author for 
profinite groups [13]. Our first task is to define a suitable homology and 
cohomology of profinite groups in order to extend Gruenberg’s results to the 
profinite case. 
We begin with some definitions. A variety & of finite groups is a class of finite 
groups which is closed under the formation of subgroups, factor groups and finite 
direct products. Thus Q is a subvariety of the variety 5 of all finite groups. A 
projective limit of Q-groups is called a pro-Q group and the pro-9 groups form a 
subcategory (Pro-& of the category Ro of all profinite groups. 
At this point we emphasize the necessity sometimes to work with a variety of 
exponent 0 to ensure the validity of the Universal Coefficient Theorem which on the 
other hand guarantees the existence of stem covers (see e.g. Stammbach [ll], ch. 
III); in the profinite and the pro-p case this theorem was established to be true in the 
present author’s dissertation [13] and the modification to pro-Q groups goes 
through at any rate. With main applications to the Galois groups of the maximal 
p-extensions of p-adic and global number fields in mind, we shall even restrict our- 
self to pro-p groups which are endowed with the property, significant for the last 
three sections of this paper, that every normal closed subgroup of a free pro-p group 
is again free. 
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sequence of pro-6 groups 
(A 19 : 
i Y 
1-A-E-G-l 
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G is an exact 
where i is a continuous isomorphism of A onto i(A) Q E (i(A) is necessarily closed in 
E), and v is a continuous epimorphism of E onto G which induces an isomorphism 
V: E/i(A) z G. In the sequel the case of abelian A will be assumed in force. 
An abelian pro-Q group A is called a continuous G-module, notation A E Mode, 
if the G-operation of G on A is continuous. As usual, every pro-Q extension (A /E) 
defines a continuous G-module structure of A via conjugation and conversely for 
every A E Mode there exists at least an extension (A /E) with the given G-module 
structure, e.g. the splitting one Ez A 3 G (3 stands for the semidirect product). 
We define a morphism between two pro-Q extensions of G and G,, 
(a, a,f) : (A / E)-(A, 1 El), by the following commutative diagram: 
VIE) : 1-A-E-G-l 
I (a. 09 f) la Ia II 
(AI h : l-A-E,- I G,- 1 
In case f = ido, we denote by (c) and (f) the category of all pro-Q extensions and of 
all central pro-Q extensions of G respectively, with as morphisms the (a, a) above. 
1. Homology and cohomology of profinite groups 
The cohomology of profinite groups is usually defined for discrete modules in the 
sense of Galois cohomology. For our purpose, we need a continuous cohomology 
theory which also allows continuous profinite modules. For a unified treatment, we 
consider a continuous G-module A which satisfies: 
(*) A is a linear topological abelian group with a system of neighbourhoods { V) 
of 1 consisting of open subgroups V of A. 
As usual, let C”(G, A) be the group of all confinuous n-cochains, Z”(G, A) and 
B”(G, A) the subgroups of n-cocycles and n-coboundaries respectively. For nz 1 we 
define H”(G, A) : = Z”(G, A)/B”(G, A), the n-th cohomology group of G in A. 
For a discrete G-module A, we have 
H”(G, A) = Lim , (H”(G/U, A’), inf$), (1.1) 
UaGopen 
where the direct limit is taken with respect to the known inflations inf$ (U, 5 U,), 
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and AU denotes the set of those elements of A fixed by U. H”(G, A) is considered as 
a discrete group, and GE Ro-Q without any restriction on Q. 
To define a continuous homology, we follow an approach due to Kuz’min [9] and 
establish a duality between this homology and the cohomology defined above. 
Following Kuz’min, we define for a finite group g with a normal subgroup fag and 
a g-module B, the so-called deflation homomorphism as follows: In the integral 
group ring Z[g], let Ii be the ideal generated by 1 -h (hi i) and Bi:= B/fiB the 
corresponding g/f-module. For an n-chain XE C,(g, B) we define 
and 
defOx(s, ...,sn):= h,,.n, E(x(h,g,V *-*, h&J 
. n 
def := ~Odef’: C,(g, B)-+C,(g/f, Bi), 
(L-2) 
where I,Y :B+ Bf is the natural map, si = gif, Si, g; E g, i = 1, . . . , n. 
Since the mapping above is compatible with the boundary operations, def induces 
a natural homomorphism 
def : H,,(g, B)-+ff,(g/f, B$, 
called the deflation homomorphism. 
(1.2’) 
In analogy to the role of inflations in the definition of the cohomology, we define 
the homology by means of deflations. In the general situation of (*) with a pro-Q 
group G and an open normal subgroup U, let 1: be the ideal in Z[G] generated by all 
elements of the form 1 -u (u E U), and for a continuous G-module A with (*). fUA 
is the topological closure of ILA, so A u :=A/IuA is a G/Vmodule. Now the n-th 
homology group of G in A is defined to be the projective limit 
H,(G, A) = Lim (HAG/(/, Au), defg), (1.3) 
uZE& 
with respect o deflations; H,(G, A) is endowed with a pro-Q topology. 
By Theorem 1.1 of Kuz’min [9], the duality between the finite homology and 
cohomology is compatible with deflations and inflations, i.e. for open normal 
subgroups I/r U of G, the following diagram is commutative: 
H”(G/U, A-“)- = H,,(G/U, AU) 
t t 
H”(G/V, A-“‘)- = H,(G/V, AV) 
where * denotes the Pontrjagin-dual. Using an easy fact (Au)-= (A-)” for A E: Mode 
and for all open normal subgroups UaG, and taking the projective limit over all 
open normal subgroups of G, we have the following special case of Brumer-duality 
[31: 
H”(G, A-j=H,(G, A) for A E Mode. (1.4) 
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Application of (1.4) to the Schur multiplicator M(G) = H’(G, T) yields 
where 
M(G)-=H2(G,~)=H2(G,Z)=: nG, (1.5) 
t = Lim Z/nZ = T-, - T= Q/Z!, 
neN 
and following Moore, rrG is called the fundamental group of G; the last 
isomorphism in (1.5) holds, since t/Z is uniquely divisible hence (co)homologically 
trivial. Here G operates trivially on 2 and on T. 
2. Morphisms in the extension categories 
For a given homomorphism f: G, +Gz of pro-Q groups and two objects 
(A; IE;)& i= 1,2, we ask the following question: When is a homomorphism 
cy: A, -A2 extendable to a morphism (u, o, f) : (A I 1 EI)-(A2 / Ez)? Such conditions 
in the abstract group case can be derived by means of the Universal Coefficient 
Theorem H2(G, A)=Ext(Gab, A)@Hom(A-, M(G)) for an arbitrary trivial 
G-module A, which is also valid if we confine ourself to the variety Q of exponent 0. 
Accordingly, we state the following theorem valid also for pro-Q groups (see 
Eckmann-Hilton-Stammbach [5], Prop. 5.1, p. 117, and S. Lang, Rapport sur la 
cohomologie des groupes (1966), VIII $1 Theoreme 2 for the discrete case). We 
remark that the five-term Stallings-Stambach and Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre 
(LHS) sequence also hold for pro-Q groups, a fact we shall use constantly without 
any explanation. 
Theorem 1. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the extendability are (i) a is G,- 
linear and (ii) Hom(a)ocl =M(f)ocz where horn(o): Ai+A; and A4(f):M(G2)* 
M(G,) are the natural homomorphisms induced by I_Y and f respectively, c;, i = 1,2, 
are the continuous cocycles representing (Ai ) Ei). In case of central extensions, if 
(a: a,f) exists, then tgl 0 horn(a) = M(f) 0 tg2, where tg, : Al +M(G,) is the trans- 
gression. The converse is also true if moreover Ext(Glab, A2) = 0. 
Sketch of the proof. For the continuous cocycles c; there exist continuous sections 
@i : G; “E; such that Vi O @, = ido, and Ci(Sq t) = @;(S)@;(t)@;(st)-* for S, t E G;, i = 1,2. 
If cr exists then v2000@t =~ov~o~$~=v~o@~o~ hence there exists a continuous 
mapping Q: G, -*A2such that 00@,(s). (@20f(s))-‘=~(s) forse G,, and this proves 
(ii), whereas (i) is obvious. To prove the sufficiency, we define o: El = 
lJsSG, @,(s)A, -+E2 by @l(s)al-@2(f(s))cr(al)&). The continuity of o follows from 
that of those mapping involved and the homomorphic property can be verified by 
direct calculations. 
Applying Theorem 1 to a stem cover (nG ) C?)E (z), we give another proof of 
Gruenberg’s theorem: 
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Corollary 1. There exists in (E) a projective cover if and only if Gab is projective in 
Fro-Q. 
Another direct consequence of Theorem 1 is a result by Eckmann-Hilton- 
Stammbach [5] (see also [ll], Prop. 6.7, p. 124) and we emphasize at this point our 
confinement to the variety of exponent 0 to ensure the validity of the Universal 
Coefficient Theorem, used in the proof of the following corollary. 
Corollary 2. Let (A 1 E) E ($) be an object with pro-& free-abelian Eab. Then the 
following are equivalenr: 
(i) (A [ E) is projective, i.e. for each object (B ( U) E (g) there exists a morphism 
(@):(AIE)-(B/U). 
(ii) For each objecf (B 1 U) E (:I the pullback (B 1 I/x, E) E (t) splits. 
(iii) Foreach object (El WE(~), (v~)*(~~E)I(vu)*(~~.U)~~G, where(vE)*,(vU)* 
are the mappings induced by the projections vE and vC from E and U onto G 
respectively. 
Proof. (ii)-(i) is obvious. Conversely, the existence of (@) implies that the map 
p : E + I/x, E, x- (@(x),x) is a splitting homomorphism for (B 1 II x, E) E (E), since 
vo(@(x)) = v&). To prove the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) we consider the following 
diagram: 
I 
I-nE-E----E- 
I 
I 
1 E ($) projective cover 
I 
I N I I 
; 
I 
t 
1- B -Ux,E-E - 1 E ($ pullback of (B 1 U) 
I i 
“E 
vu 
1-B-U- G-I&) tr 
which by Theorem 1 induces the commutative diagram 
(“‘ I* 
nU------+nG-B 
with exact row as part of the Stallings-Stammbach five-term homology sequence 
(see [I I]), thus Ke E= (vL;)*(nU). Since Eab is free-abelian, the universal coefficient 
theorem has the form H:(E, B) = Hom(rr.5 B), hence (B / I/x, E) splits exactly if 
E = (vE)*=O, and this is equivalent o our assertion in (iii). This proves Corollary 2. 
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We recall that an object is universal if there is a unique morphism to each given 
object of the extension category. Now, the following characterization follows 
immediately from Corollary 2. 
Corollary 3. An object (A 1 E) E (E) is universal if and only if Eab = nE = 1, 
3. Isoclinism in extension categories 
The notion of isoclinisms as a tool for classifying groups was introduced by Hall 
and at the same time but in another context by Scholz (see Heider [7]) which since 
then has become subjects of studies by several authors, among others Jones and 
Wiegold [S], Beyl [1], [2], and Tappe [16], [17]. 
Recently, Beyl generalized this concept from groups to central extension 
categories of groups unifying both approaches by Hall and Scholz mentioned 
above; we shall see in a moment that Scholz’s concept of ‘vom gieichen Geschlecht ’ 
is exactly ‘the special isoclinism’. Using the language of extension categories 
developed in our first two sections, we give alternative proofs of results by Beyl and 
Tappe on criterions for the isoclinism of two central extensions of groups. Aiming 
at this goal, we may just work with the discrete case or confine ourself to the case of 
a variety of exponent 0. In the latter case, homomorphisms of course mean 
continuous homomorphisms. 
Let G; E Pro-&, i= 1,2. Following Beyl, two objects (A, ) E,)E(~), i= 1,2, are 
said to be isoclinic, notation (A, / El)-(Al ) Ez), if there are isomorphism 
f: G, 2 G1 and r: [El, E,] G [Ez, El] making the diagram 
G, xG,z [Et 9 4 1 
1 1 
c2 
G xG-----+L%,EzJ 2 
commutative; here c; are the commutator maps defined by ci([vj(e,!), v;(ef)] = 
[ef ,e,?], i= 1,2, and [ , ] always means the closure of the commutator subgroup. In 
the case where f = idG and G = G, = G2, and isoclinism between two objects 
(Ai ) E,) E (E) is called a special isoclinism. 
An epimorphism (a, a, f) ; (A, 1 EI)+(A2 1 E2) is called an isocfinic epimorphism if
f:G,-;G2 is an isomorphism, o/kc “I =cr and Keafl[E,,E,]=O; the last 
condition is equivalent to the triviality of the natural transgression tg : (Ke cr)---+ 
M(E,), and in this case, we call 6: E, + E2 an isoclinic epimorphism of groups. In 
case of existence, we call (At 1 E,) an isoclinic ancestor of(A2 1 E2). 
The main arguments in the proof of Beyl-Tappe characterization theorem can be 
derived from the following lemma which in the discrete case is essentially due to 
Jones and Wiegold [S]. 
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We recall Hall’s definition of isoclinisms of groups. Two groups E,E Pro-& are 
said to be isoclinic if (Z(E,) 1~5,) -(Z(Ez) ]Ez) as objects of extension categories 
(here Z(E,) = the centre of E,). 
Now Prop. 2.2 in [S] asserts that if E, -El then there exists an isomorphism 
f: E,/Z(E,) 4 Ez/Z(Ez), hence the following pullback diagram 
r _r 
Z(E,)--- Ezx, ,,E, _ E’\ 
i 
Z(E,) C Ez y2 
t A+ E”Z(E’) 
. c E2 /Z(E2) 
such that Ez x, “I E, is an isoclinic ancestor of E, and EZ. Theorem 1 (ii) yields the 
commutativity of the induced diagram 
@I 
Z(E, )^ -
.Vv,) 
ME, /Z(E, )) - ME, ) 
T T 
trivial - .Mu-) trivial 
M( V?) 
I 
---M(E2/Z(Ez)) “’ 
I 
- Z(E:)- 
From this we conclude that M(vz) 2 ,Cf((f-‘) 2 tg, =O=M(v,)oM(f) 3 tg:. Hence we 
have just proved part (i) of the following lemma: 
Lemma. Let (A; [ Ei)E (z), i= 1,2, be IWO objects. 
(i) If E, - E2, then there exists an isomorphism f: E, /Z(E,) 4 E2/Z(E2) such 
that ImM(f-,)otg,=Imtgz. 
(ii) If (A, ) E,)- (A2 ) E2), then rhere exists an automorphism f E Aut,(G) (c 
stands for continuity) such that the pullback (A, xA2 /E, x, E2) is an isoclinic 
ancestor for (A, 1 E,) and (AZ 1 E?); in this case, we have again Im M(f -, ) 0 tg, = 
Im tgz. 
(iii) Given epimorphism (A, ) E,)+(Az j Ez)-(AJ 1 E3) such that E, -++E2*E3 are 
epimorphisnis with central kernels. If (A, i E,) is an isoclinic ancestor of (A3 ) E3), so 
also is (Al 1 El). 
Proof. To prove (ii), let (A, ( E,) - (A2 ( El) as group extensions. Then El -El as 
groups (see Tappe [16], Th. 1.2; the converse is in general not true) and the existing 
isomorphism fin (i) is naturally induced by the defining automorphism f~ Au&(G) 
which exists by the original definition. Hence the equality in (ii) is a natural generali- 
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zation of that in (i). Now we claim that (A, xA3 1 E, xc E,)-(A, 1 E,), i= 1,2, are 
isoclinic epimorphisms. In fact, the universal property of the pullback yields the 
commutativity of 
and hence of 
A2 
tg 
- ME, 1 
I// trivial 
.W, )- 
and this shows the triviality of tg : A; 4M(E,). of the last in (ii) 
goes similarly that in (i). (iii) is obvious, the lemma is proved completely. 
Applying the lemma, we are ready prove 
2 (Beyl-Tappe). i= 1,2, 
(9 (AI IEI)-(Az)E& 
an isoclinic ancestor (A 1 E) of (A, 1 E,), i = 1,2. 
(iii) There exists a continuous automorphism f E Aut,(G) such that 
Im M(f-‘) 0 tg, = Im tg2. 
(iv) (Scholz-Heider) There exist commutator extensions (N; IL) E (:) with the 
same L (i.e. Niyin [L,L] =O), i= 1,2, and an feAut,(G) such that the following 
diagram is commutative: 
d(A$ dy 2) 
\ I 
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Proof. (ii)=(i) is obvious and (i)=(ii) is (ii) of the lemma. To prove (ii)-(iii), let 
(A IEM4 I E;), i= 1.2 be isoclinic epimorphisms. The universal property 
of the pullback says that the given epimorphisms can be factored to (A 1 E)- 
(A, xAz 1 E, x, E?)-++(A; /El), i= 1,2, satisfying the conditions in (iii) of the lemma 
hence the assertion follows from this and the lemma. Now, for a given f E Au&(G) 
in (iii), we consider the following pullback diagram: 
AI xA2 
,‘\\T -’ 
A +-----E, xG E2 - E2 
I\“\f 
Af------E, G 
I If 
t I 
AI ‘EI G 
which, by Theorem l(ii), implies the commutativity of the following induced 
diagram 
Al 
ta1 
- -M(G)- lv(E,) 
I I 
WE21 - M(G)z A; 
We conclude from this and the assumptions in (iii) that the pullback 
(A 1 xA2 ] 8, xG Ez) is an isoclinic ancestor of (Ai 1 EJ, i = 1,2, hence this proves the 
implication from (iii) to (ii). 
Applying Theorem l(i) to the diagram in (iv) we get the following diagram 
N2 
trivial 
* WE2) 
T inf, ,M(f- ) 
&-‘(A -- M@ 
^ 
Al 
tgl 
b M(G) 
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where the upper transgression is trivial, by the definition of commutator extensions. 
This implies that Infz 0 M(f-‘) 0 tg, = 0, i.e. Im M(f-t) 3 tg, 5 Ke Infz = Im tgz, and 
the equality holds by reasons of symmetry. This proves (iv)= (iii). To prove the 
converse, we use the diagram considered in the proof of the implication from (iii) to 
(ii) to define L := Et x, Ez and readily show that L satisfies (iv). 
We remark that Scholz’s concept of the ‘&e/&e Durchkreuzung’ implies the 
special isoclinism, as noticed by Heider [7]. In fact, Heider defines two objects 
(A, 1 E,) and (Az / E2) to be familiarif there exist two central extensions (N, 1 L) E (z), 
i= 1,2, with the same L and a closed normal subgroup Na L such that (i) L/N is 
abelian, and (ii) NN, = NN2 and NnNj= 0, i= 1,2, and the corresponding diagram 
is commutative. We show readily that homologically those conditions are equivalent 
to (i) Ke dt = Ke dz and (ii) g[‘(Im d,) =g;‘(Im dz). Here d, : nG *A;, i= 1,2, are 
the natural contransgressions as a part of the Stallings-Stammbach five-terms 
sequence. 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 2 we reprove the following results by [6], 
Heider [7], Satz 4.1.7, S.86, and Williams [18], Prop. 9, p. 262. 
Corollary. (i) All stem covers, projective objects and free objects lie in the same 
special isoclinism class. 
(ii) Every object is isoclinic to a stem extension. 
(iii) If G has an abelian stem cover, then every projective object in (,“) is free. 
Proof. A group with the property in (iii) is precisely an abelian group with a trivial 
Schur multiplicator, hence by (i), all projectives and all free objects are abelian thus 
free-abelian. 
Part II. The sequence of covering groups of pro-p groups 
The main object in this part is to study the Schur multiplicator of a given pro-p 
group G from the knowledge of the Schur multiplicator of a closed normal 
subgroup Na G and that of its factor group U= G/N. Our motivation is twofold: 
We are interested in the question when is the induced sequence 1 -+ihS-+G *o-+ 1 of 
covering groups exact, and secondly, we are led by our attempt to classify those 
pro-p groups having the property that all open normal subgroups have naturally 
isomorphic Schur multiplicators and the same structure of abelianized groups; they 
are either all free-abelian or not. We shall use simple categorical arguments to prove 
that under certain conditions on N and G, the fundamental group nN is a direct 
summand in TCG, and the induced sequence is almost exact. 
4. The pullback of a projective object 
Throughout this section, let G be a pro-p group and NaG a closed normal 
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subgroup with the factor group U. For a pro-p free presentation (R /F) of G with a 
pro-p free group F, we have the following pullback diagram of pro-p free 
presentations: 
(R(F,): 1-R -F, := v-‘(N) -N-l 
1 1 
(RIF): 1-R 
” 
’ IF *G-l 
P ! 
(F,)F): 1-F I +F BU-1 
(4.1) 
We recall some facts about free objects and projective objects in (g): These are 
objects of the form (R 1 P) and objects (A ) E) such that (SO,4 1 S I/E) = (Z? 1 P) for 
some trivial G-module S, respectively, where - means modulo the closed 
commutator subgroup [R, F]. An object is called essential if every morphism from 
another object into it is always onto. 
Now let (A ~E)E(:) be an arbitrary object and (A [E,)E (F) the pullback of 
(A ) E) induced by the inclusion N&G. The diagram (4.1) gives rise to the following 
commutative diagram 
l-~-F-N-l I 
I I J-l (4.2) 
I-A-E-N-1 I 
here - of course means modulo [R, F,]. 
If (A IE)=(l?IF) is a free object (here - means modulo [R, F]), then fi is an 
isomorphism, i.e. the pullback (A IE,) is free in (F). Suppose now (A IE) is 
projective, then there exists a free object (R 1 r’) E (s) and morphisms (f) : (I? 1 I?-+ 
(A ) E) and (flu) : (A I E)-t(l? IF) such that (f)o (P) = id(, 1~). If moreover [R, FI] = 
[R. F], then f, is precisely the restriction of f to Fi : fi =f l,e,. By defining 
(p,):=~((~~~,), we conclude that again (f,)~(~,)=id~~l~,) which shows that (A 1~1) 
is also projective. 
It is obvious that the above mentioned condition is related to the condition for U 
to act trivially on RN appearing in a work by Kervaire’ (see Eckmann-Hilton [4]). 
Furthermore, by the Hopf formula this condition implies that the natural homo- 
morphism n(i) : nN --, nG is injective and hence by Theorem 1 yields the existence of 
’ Hence the condition [R,P,] = [R,P] is called the Kervaire condirion. Compare the condition (t) in 
Section 5 with the corollary on p. 151 of Gruenberg (61. 
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a morphism (7C(i)If):(7TN]~)~(nGI~) p rovided that N,, is free-abelian. We 
have proved the following important lemma. 
Lemma. The puilback of a free object is always free, and the pullback of a projec- 
tive object is again projective, if [R, F,] = [R, F]. If moreover Nab is free-abefian, 
then there exist a natural injective morphism (n(i) 1 f) : (nN 1 N)-+( nG 1 c). 
To formulate our main result we suppose that the Kervaire condition 
[R, F,] = [R, F] holds, and Nab, Gab are both pro-p free-abelian, then we have rhe 
following diagram of stem covers: 
i I 
I : I w 
I-nN-N-N- 
ti fi 
1 E (E) projective cover 
Pa/ ii, 
I I 
1; I I ,? 
I 1 
I I /; 
I+ I$ 
l-nG-N 
5 
I - N - 1 E (c) pullback, projective 
l-rrG-#AC- 1 E (,“) projective cover 
Our lemma yields the existence of a morphism (p*, fi) which must be onto since 
(nN 1 m) is essential. Again, the projectivity of (TN 1 t?) ensures us the existence of a 
splitting morphism (i,, i) such that (pu*,j2) 0 (i,, i) = id,,v,N,. Now the universal 
property of the pullback implies that (i*, i^> is precisely the natural injection (n(i).f) 
of the lemma. Hence we have: 
nG = Ke pu*@ Tc(i)(nN) and N1 = Ke ,L l?(N). (4.3) 
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Next we have Ke P= Ke proa v’= v’-, (Ke pro) = ~‘~‘(1 x N), by the definition of 
pullback. Finally, we have 
N, = [(rj). nG = v’-I(( 1 x A’) a 7cU) and ijihj) rl I~G = n(i)(nN); (4.4) 
in fact, for h E N, there exists JOE inj such that rl/ 0,~2(h) = ~(6) = r(h) hence 5 0 L(6) = 
u/(L) = e(h), i.e. h E F(m). nG, and this proves the first equality and together with 
(4.3) the last one of (4.4). To prove the second equality, let h, E Nl, then we have 
v’(h,) = (u, h) E c?x, G with Q(U) = v(h) = 1. This means that P(h,) = pro(v’(h,)) = 
uEKeg=nUhence v’(h,)=(u, l).(l,h)~nU.(l xN). 
Now we state our conclusions from (4.3) and (4.4) as follows: 
Theorem 3. Let G = N”U with pro-p free-abelian Nab and Gab satisfying the Kervaire 
condition. Then: 
(i) z(i)(zN) is a direct summand in nG. 
(ii) T(m) is isomorphic to Ke \;, i.e. the induced sequence of covering groups is 
‘almost’exact, if Ke on nG =T(&fl nG = z(i)(nN). 
(iii) If nU = 1 we have always @?) 5 Ke ii. 
Obviously our theorem holds in the discrete case and applies to the 
sequence mentioned in the introduction. 
We recall that for a perfect group G (i.e. G = [G, G]) we have R. [F, F 
hence the Hopf formula yields an isomorphism 
(nG(~)=(Rn[F,Fl/tR,Fl IP’,W[R,Fl) 
Kervaire 
‘]=F and 
(see [5], p. 119). If N and G are both perfect, then the commutative diagram (4.1) 
induces the following commutative diagram of projective covers: 
1----+~~[F,,F,l~[RF,l- [h 614R F,l -N-l 
1 I 1 
a 
l- Rn[F,F]/[R,F]- 16 FIOR Fl -G-I~ 
I B I I 
1- F,fI[F,F]/(F,,F] - IF, WV=,, Fl -U-l 
(4.5) 
We remark that the natural morphisms (a) and (/3) are precisely the morphisms 
(n(i) 1;) and (“) v in our Theorem 3. If [R, Fl] = [R, F] then (a) is certainly injective 
and F, = R. [F,, F,] implies that 
IF,, Fl= [R. IF,, F, I, Fl 
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which shows the exactness of the vertical sequences in (4.5) as already noticed by 
Eckmann-Hilton-Stammbach [5], remark 1 on p. 119. 
5. The restriction maps of Schur multiplicators 
As we remarked in Section 4, the rather strong Kervaire condition implies the 
surjectivity of the restriction homomorphism res = ress : M(G)-M(N)” of Schur 
multiplicators. To derive a weaker condition we state the following easy fact 
Lemma. The restriction homomorphism res is surjective if and only if 
Thus we may replace the Kervaire condition by.the’.surjectivity of res and the 
following condition: 
(*) [Rn[~,,FIl,Fl~[R,FIl, 
or even a weaker one: 
(t) [[F,, F], F,] I [R, F,], which is certainly satisfied by central extensions; in this 
case, the Kervaire condition is exactly the surjectivity of res. 
Now, we turn our attention to the splitting case G =Nj I/. In this case, the Tahara 
sequence ensures us the surjectivity of res provided that Nab is free-abelian and 
xU= 1. In fact, in [14] we have an exact sequence 
l+H’(U,Hom(N, T))-+kf(G)-H*?(N, T)“-Hz(U, Hom(N, T)) 
where M(G) = Ke(inf:M(G)-M(U)) =M(G) and H’(U,Hom(N, T)) = 1 under the 
previous conditions. 
We prove that 
the modified fixed group H*2(N, T)” = H*(N, T)? (5.1) 
We recall our definition of H*‘(N, T)“: These are continuous 2-cohomology classes 
[c] E H*(N, T) such that 
c*-Q, v) =b(s,fi)- b(S,V)’ b(s,flv)_’ (5.2) 
for some continuous function b E C( U x N, T) defined on I/x N and independent of 
SE I/. 
In particular, we have 
B*(N, T)sZ**(N, T)“sZ2(N, T)“, (5.2’) 
hence fY*‘(N, T) ‘1 H’(N, T)“. To prove (5. l), let a E Z2(N, T)‘/. Then for all s E U 
ther exists b,~ C’(N, T), depending on s, such that 
a’ -‘(p, v) = b,(p) ’ b,(v). b&fv)-‘. (5.3) 
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Now, we claim that the mapping cp : U+C’(N, 7) defined by s- b, is continuous. In 
fact, in the compact-open topology, an open set in C’(N, T) is of the form 
w={6,EC’(N,T)Ib,(No)(T~} 
where N, 5N is a compact subset and r0 I T is an open subgroup. Thus, 
FV: = { fz’ S-5 EZ’(N, T)s E U, b, E W satisfying (5.3)) 
={&JEP(N, T)I a’-S(NO~No)s r0 and sE U> 
is an open subset in Z?(N, T). Now, UxZ’(N, T)-Z2(N, T) given by (s,a)-~‘-~ is 
bicontinuous hence 
C7:={SEU(a’-S E w’) = {SE U 1 b, kz W satisfying (5.3)) 
is open in U and this proves the continuity of (o. Since C( U x N, 7) is topologically 
isomorphic to C(U, C(N, T)), so (5.3) implies (5.2) with b(s, ) := b,. Hence the proof 
of (5.1) is completed. 
Summarizing the above results we state that in our special case, where Nab is pro-p 
free-abelian and xU= 1, the Tahara-sequence takes the following form 
1 - Hi (U, Hom(N, T)) - 
res 
lM(G) -M(N)” - 1 (5.4) 
which in general doesn’t split (see Tahara [12], p. 372 for an example). Now our 
Theorem 3 provides conditions for the splitting of (5.4). 
Theorem 4. Let G = Nj U be a pro-p group wirh pro-p free-abelian Nab and Gab. If 
nU= 1 and U acts trivially on nN, then naturally rrG= xN@H’(U, Hom(N, T)). 
6. Applications to certain pro-p groups 
In this section we shall again work with pro-p groups. Generally, every pro-p 
group G and all its open subgroup H have equal cohomological and strict 
cohomological dimension: cd G = cd Hand scd G = scd H. However, G and H might 
have different structure of Schur multiplicators and abelianized groups. We define 
Y to be the class of pro-p groups G having the properties that for every open normal 
subgroup Na G: 
(1) If Gab is pro-p free-abelian then N,, is. 
(2) The natural homomorphism nN- nG is an isomorphism. 
It is obvious that all free pro-p groups belong to ‘L. It is not so obvious, but also 
true, that all pro-p groups of scd = 2 are in /. To see this we remark that such a 
group G is characterized by the properties that for every open subgroup HsG the 
transfer Gab -+Hab is injective with the image equal to (H,b)G’H if H is a normal 
subgroup in G (see Brumer [3]); in particular, nG = nH = 1. Obviously Nab has a 
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torsion if Gab is not torsionfree. Conversely, if Gab is free-abelian, then G is pro-p 
free hence H also is. 
Next we show that all finitely generated Demushkin groups belong to ‘. In fact, 
such a group G has either scd G =2 or 3; in the latter case Gab and Hab are both 
pro-p free-abelian, and both nG, rrH are isomorphic to the additive group &, of 
p-adic integers [IS], thus the Kervaire condition holds in this case. Hence Theorem 3 
yields the condition (2). 
The same arguments can be applied to orientable pro-p PoincarC duality groups 
of dimension 2; these are pro-p duality groups of dimension 2 whose pro-p dualizing 
module is isomorphic to 7$, (see Pletch [lo] for definitions). We need only prove the 
following easy lemma. 
Lemma. Let G be an orientable pro-p PoincarP duality group of dimension 2, then 
Gab is pro-p free-abelian and TCG = &. 
Proof. We have XC=&, and H’(G, Ep)=Hom(5p, T)G= Fp, since the dualizing 
module of G is ;2, (here Fp= UpI?_). Hence G is a one-relator pro-p group with 
infinite cyclic fundamental group, thus Gab must be pro-p free-abelian, since 
torsion-free and finitely generated. 
We conclude our paper with our final result. 
Theorem 5. All pro-p groups of scd 2, all orientable pro-p PoincarP duality groups 
of dimension 2 hence all Dernushkin groups belong to /. 
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